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1

Background

ISOpure is a statistical model for deconvolution of mRNA microarray profiles of mixed tumor samples
into the constituent normal and cancer profiles, as well as estimating the proportion of cancer content. The
model was developed by Quon et al. in [1] and first implemented in MATLAB. The R package ISOpureR
keeps as close to the MATLAB implementation as possible. We will use ‘ISOpure’ to refer to the algorithm
in general and ISOpureR to refer to the R package.
The full description of the model details (inputs, outputs, computation) is in [1]. A summary of the
changes made for the R implementation is given in [3]. In particular, ISOpureR is not yet tested to be
back-compatible with ISOLATE [2], the precursor to ISOpure.

1.1

Statistical model

The motivating equation for the ISOpure model is the decomposition of a mixed tumor profile, specific to
a particular patient n, into its healthy and cancer components. By ‘profile’, we mean an mRNA abundance
profile, obtained using microarrays or RNA sequencing. Therefore, given a tumor profile tn , we assume
t n = α n c n + (1 − α n ) h n + e n ,
where cn is the personalized mRNA profile of the cancer, hn is the profile of healthy tissue, αn is the
fraction of cancer, and en is the reconstruction error. At this point we know only tn for patients 1 to N,
making the system underdetermined.
Since patients do not necessarily have a matched tumor-normal sample, and the normal sample itself
may contain noise or have a different composition from the healthy component inside the tumor sample,
hn is estimated from a known set of R reference normal samples {br }1R . In general, R < N, where N is the
total number of patients. The equation now becomes
R

tn = αn cn +

∑ θn,r br + en

r =1

with the constraint that

R

αn +

∑ θn,r = 1.

r =1

Note that 0 < αn < 1 and 0 < θn,r < 1.
However, instead of considering cn and br as profiles, we will normalize them into probability distributions. That is, divide each entry of br by the sum of its elements. Then the gth entry of br represents
the probability of observing the transcript from gene g if draw a random transcript from the rth healthy
cell sample. Repeat the procedure for cn . The probability vector
R

x̂n = αn cn +

∑ θn,r br

(1)

r =1

gives the probability of observing a certain transcript from the mixed tumor sample of patient n. Thus,
ISOpure represents the tumor profile as a sample from a multinomial distribution. The discretized tumor
profile xn (obtained from rounding tn ) represents a count vector from the corresponding multinomial
distribution (with probability vector x̂n ) for that patient.
Finally, two regularization assumptions are used to avoid overfitting.
• The first, already noted, is that the healthy profile for a particular patient, hn , is assumed to be a
convex combination of the reference healthy profiles {br }.
• The second assumption is that the cancer profiles c1 , c2 , . . . , c N cluster together around a reference,
or average cancer profile m, an assumption that is more accurate when the cancer profiles are of the
same sub-type.
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The full ISOpure model is defined as follows. To simplify notation, the the vector θn is of length R + 1
containing the entries θn,1 , θn,2 , . . . , θn,R , αn .
B = [ b1 , . . . , b R ]

(2)

x̂ = [B cn ]θn

(3)

p (xn |B, θn , cn ) = Multinomial(xn |x̂n )

(4)

p (θn |ν) = Dirichlet (θn |ν)
p (cn |k n , m) = Dirichlet (cn |k n m)


p m|k0 , B, ω = Dirichlet m|k0 Bω

(5)
(6)
(7)

Equation (2) represents the reference healthy profiles in matrix form, and equation (3) is simply (1) in
matrix form.
In equations (5 - 7), the Dirichlet distribution is used for θn , m, and cn , as they are all discrete probability
distributions. The hyper-parameters νn , k n m, and k0 Bω, determine both the mean of the distribution and
the strength or concentration (how peaked the distribution is near the mean).
• The easiest equation to understand is (6) where m is the mean of the distribution of cn ’s, and k n
is an estimated parameter determining the strength of the distribution (and how likely it is that a
particular cn will be very close to the mean m).
• Equation (7) forces the average/reference profile m to be close to a linear combination of normal
profiles, as the cancer is likely to have a similar profile to the tissue of origin.
• For equation (5), the hyper-parameter ν gives weights to the coefficients of the healthy and cancer
profiles. The initialized coefficients give the healthy profile coefficients similar weight and a higher
weight to the cancer fraction, αn (the last entry of θn ). However, ten additional grid searches are
performed at each iteration step, adjusting these values if necessary.
The Bayesian network diagram is given in Figure 1.
The goal of the algorithm is to maximize the complete likelihood function of this model:
L = p m|k0 , B, ω

N



∏ p (cn |kn , m) p (θn |ν) p (xn |B, θn , cn ).

n =1

The two-step method is described in the next section.

1.2

Algorithm

The inputs to ISOpure are as follows:
• Tumour matrix: A matrix where the columns t1 , t2 , . . . , t N represent the tumor microarray profiles of
N patients, where the preprocessing of the data is described in [1] and in Section ??. In particular,
the intensities should not be log-transformed. The size of the matrix is G × N where G is number of
transcripts/features and N is the number of patients.
• Normal matrix: A matrix where the columns b1 , b2 , . . . , b R represent the microarray profiles from R
normal, healthy tissue samples. The size of the matrix will be G × R, where R is expected to be less
than N.
The ISOpure algorithm runs in two steps, which are summarized in Figure 2. Step 1, which we will
refer to as the Cancer Profile Estimation (CPE) step, Figure 3, estimates the average cancer profile m, as well

3

Figure 1: Bayesian network model of ISOpure. The graph represents the relationships between the variables in the ISOpure model, where the conditional probability of a given variable is only dependent on its
parents in the graphs. The shaded circles, xn and br , represent the observed variables. The estimated model
parameters (unshaded circles) are conditioned on the estimated model hyperparameters (also unshaded).
The N and R in the corners of the plates (rectangles) indicate that the variables inside are repeated N and
R times, once for each patient and healthy profile, respectively. [1]
as the cancer fraction for each patient, αn . Since we assume that cn = m for all cancer profiles, the CPE
step maximizes
 N
L = p m|k0 , B, ω ∏ p (θn |ν) p (xn |B, θn , m) .
n =1

Both steps perform a block coordinate descent using a conjugate gradient algorithm. The idea is to fix
all variables except for one (or for a ‘block’ of similar variables) and minimize the negative of the log
likelihood only with respect to that one (or few) variables.
In the second Patient Profile Estimation (PPE) step, Figure 4, the cn are estimated, while m and αn are
kept constant to the values from the CPE step. The PPE step maximizes
L=

N

∏ p (cn |kn , m) p (θn |ν) p (xn |B, θn , cn ).

n =1

The outputs of ISOpureR at each step are lists that we have called ISOpureS1model and ISOpureS2model,
respectively. They contain all the intermediate and hyper-parameters estimated by the models as well as
the desired outputs. The most important entries are the following:
• The tumor ‘purity’ estimates, ISOpureS1model$alphapurities and ISOpureS2model$alphapurities.
(The α’s are estimated in the Cancer Profile Estimation step; the values of alphapurities from the
CPE step are transferred to the model in the Patient Profile Estimation, so that ISOpureS1model$alphapurities
and ISOpureS2model$alphapurities will be identical.) These are numerical vectors containing N entries, α1 , α2 , . . . , α N , of the estimated proportion of RNA in the tumor sample that was contributed by
the cancer cells, for each patient.
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Figure 2: ISOpure algorithm. (A) The inputs to the algorithm are the tumor profiles of the patients {tn }1N
and healthy tissue profiles {br }1R , where the R < N. (B) The Cancer Profile Estimation (CPE) step of ISOpure
estimates the average cancer profile m, as well as the cancer fraction for each patient, αn . (C) The Patient
Profile Estimation (PPE) step estimates the personalized cancer profile cn for each patient. The values of αn
and m remain fixed in this step. The healthy profiles, determined by the estimation of the coefficients θn,r
are estimated in the CPE step, but are re-estimated in the the PPE step. [1]
• A matrix ISOpureS2model$cc_cancerprofiles where the columns c1 , c2 , . . . , c N represent the purified cancer profiles corresponding to each mixed tumor profile. The size of the matrix will be G × N,
as for the tumor profiles.

2

Preprocessing steps for raw microarray data

This section will cover the processing needed to transform raw microarray data (saved as .CEL files) into
the format required by ISOpureR. The dataset used as an example is from the Bhattacharjee et al. lung
adenocarcinoma study [4], as the data is available online at http://www.broadinstitute.org/mpr/lung/
(accessed January 20, 2015).

2.1

Load necessary libraries

The microarray assays for the Bhattacharjee dataset were performed using the Affimetrix platform. To
access methods for the Affymetrix oligonucleotide arrays, the "affy" package of Bioconductor is required,
and must be loaded. The details of the exact array (Affymetrix HGU95A v2) are listed in the methods of
[4]; the corresponding Chip Definition File (CDF) library must also be loaded. The CDF file maps Probes
(positions) into ProbeSets.

5

Input {xn }1N , {br }1R , Initialize model

Minimize:

− log p (m|k0 , B, ω)

Optimize m:
− ∑nN=1 log p (xn |B, θn , m) with respect to m

Optimize θn :
Minimize: − log p (θn |ν) − log p (xn |B, θn , m).

1≤n≤N

Optimize ν:
Minimize: − ∑nN=1 log p (θn |ν).
Optimize k0 :
Minimize: − log p (m|k0 , B, ω).
Optimize ω:
Minimize: − log p (m|k0 , B, ω).
Run at least 35 iterations. Check
if the change in log likelihood,
L = p (m|k0 , B, ω) ∏nN=1 p (θn |ν) p (xn |B, θn , m) ,
is smaller than a threshold; repeat up to 100 iterations otherwise.
Figure 3: Cancer Profile Estimation (CPE) step. The flowchart illustrates the algorithm for the CPE step of
ISOpure. At each step, the Polak-Ribière conjugate gradient method with Wolfe-Powell stopping criteria
is used to estimate variables of the same type. Each variable is estimated once during each iteration.
# Install the affy library from bioconductor, if needed
# source("http://bioconductor.org/biocLite.R");
# biocLite("affy");
# Load the library
library("affy");
# Install the R CDF package for the microarray that was used for the Bhattacharjee
# dataset, the Affymetrix HG-U95A v2 platform.
# The library used is specific to the dataset analysed.
# This library also maps the probes to the Entrez Gene ID's.
library("hgu95av2hsentrezgcdf");
# Save the name of the CDF (used later)
cdf <- "hgu95av2hsentrezgcdf";

2.2

Process .CEL files

The tumor and normal .CEL files are located in a single directory, and will be processed together. Thus,
we have downloaded the Bhattacharjee lung adenocarcinoma and normal sample .CEL files, as well as the
"Array-to-sample-mapping.txt" which has information on the sample names associated to tumor/normal.
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Input model from CPE step

Optimize cn :
Minimize: − p (cn |k n , m) − log p (xn |B, θn , cn )

1≤n≤N

Optimize θn :
Minimize: − log p (θn |ν) − log p (xn |B, θn , cn ).

1≤n≤N

Optimize ν:
Minimize: − ∑nN=1 log p (θn |ν).
Optimize k:
Minimize: − ∑nN=1 log p (cn |k n , m).
Run at least 35 iterations. Check if
the change in complete log likelihood,
L = ∏nN=1 p (cn |k n , m) p (θn |ν) p (xn |B, θn , cn ),
is smaller than a threshold; repeat up to 100 iterations otherwise.
Figure 4: Patient Profile Estimation (PPE) step. The flowchart illustrates the algorithm for the PPE step of
ISOpure. The same minimization method is used as in the CPE step. The values of αn (the last entry of the
vector θn ) and m remain constant during this step.
# All .CEL files should be in one directory
path.to.cel.files <- file.path("~", "Datasets", "LungCancer", "Bhattacharjee",
"raw", "CEL");
# List of all .CEL files in the directory
affy.files <- dir(
path = path.to.cel.files,
# match all files that begin with "CL"
# the .CEL filenames for the Bhattacharjee dataset begin with this string
pattern = "^CL",
# return only names of visible files
all.files=FALSE,
# return only file names, not relative file paths
full.names=FALSE,
# assume all are in given directory, not in any subdirectories
recursive=FALSE,
ignore.case=TRUE
)
Now we can return the expression values for those files. However, the exprs function returns log2
mRNA abundance values. For ISOpure, we need the normalized count of the number of copies of each
transcript present in the sample, so the values are exponentiated.
# Change to directory where affy files are located, as it will be easier to run
# justRMA thete
setwd(path.to.cel.files);
7

# Read .CEL files into an expression set
rma.results <- justRMA(
filenames = affy.files,
cdfname = cdf
);
# Return to working directory
setwd(base.dir);
# Return just the expression values
# This will give you the log2 mRNA abundance dataset
all.expression.data.log <- exprs(rma.results);
# non-log-transformed data
all.expression.data <- 2^(all.expression.data.log);

2.3

Obtain tumor and normal expression data

Now, we just need to separate the data into the tumour and normal expression profiles. First use the
array-to-sample mapping file to select the normal sample names.
path.to.sample.info <- file.path("~", "Datasets", "LungCancer", "Bhattacharjee",
"raw", "Array-to-sample-mapping.txt");
# read in array-to-sample info into a dataframe
sample.info <- read.table(
file = path.to.sample.info,
sep = "\t",
header = TRUE,
as.is = TRUE
);
# find which sample names correspond to normal samples and tumor samples
normal.sample.names <- sample.info$scan[which("NORMAL"==sample.info$CLASS)];
Finally, separate the expression data.
# select only the columns from all the expression data with filenames for
# the normal samples -- had to concatenate .CEL to the end
normal.expression.data <- all.expression.data[ , paste0(normal.sample.names, '.CEL')];
# omit all the columns with sample names from normal samples, to obtain
# all tumour samples
tumor.expression.data <- all.expression.data[,
!(colnames(all.expression.data) %in% paste0(normal.sample.names, '.CEL'))];

2.4

Further processing

The Bhattacharjee dataset has several replicates per patient (see the key to scan names in the online data)
and for the data used in [1] and [3], these were averaged. There may be further processing required for
a given dataset; more information on the Affymetrix oligonucleotide arrays can be found in the Bioconductor affy package [5]. To simplify the example, we will apply ISOpureR to all the replicates after the
computation the RMA expression values and exponentiation performed in the code above, in Section 2.2.
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2.5

Save expression data

To save the expression data to file, use the write.table function in R, as below.
path.to.expression.dir <- file.path("~", "Datasets", "LungCancer", "Bhattacharjee",
"expression");
print("Writing tumor expression matrix...");
write.table(
x = tumor.expression.data,
file = file.path(path.to.expression.dir, "Bhattacharjee_tumor_mRNA_abundance.txt"),
sep = "\t"
);
print("Writing tumor expression matrix...");
write.table(
x = normal.expression.data,
file = file.path(path.to.expression.dir, "Bhattacharjee_normal_mRNA_abundance.txt"),
sep = "\t"
);

2.6

Run ISOpureR on the expression data

The following section will outline the functions that run the ISOpureR model on the data processed above.
This example takes a long time to run. Section 3 describes a smaller example applied to data included in
the ISOpureR library, with a shorter running time.
If we have just performed the microarray preprocessing, we can begin by loading the library and
checking that both the tumor and normal expression data is in matrix form before running ISOpureR.
# Load ISOpureR library
library(ISOpureR);
# Check that data is in matrix form
is.matrix(tumor.expression.data);
# [1] TRUE
is.matrix(normal.expression.data);
# [1] TRUE
To run ISOpureR from saved data, the only additional steps are to load the data from the file created in
Section 2.5, which will result in two dataframes, and change these to matrices.
# Load ISOpureR library
library(ISOpureR);
# Define path to the expression data
path.to.expression.dir <- file.path("~", "Datasets", "LungCancer", "Bhattacharjee",
"expression");
# Load normal and tumor expression data
normal.expression.data <- read.table(
file.path(path.to.expression.dir, "Bhattacharjee_normal_mRNA_abundance.txt"),
header=TRUE,
sep = "\t"
);
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tumor.expression.data <- read.table(
file.path(path.to.expression.dir, "Bhattacharjee_tumor_mRNA_abundance.txt"),
header=TRUE,
sep = "\t"
);
# Make sure that data is in matrix form, since
# read.table() will load the data as dataframe
normal.expression.data <- as.matrix(normal.expression.data);
tumor.expression.data <- as.matrix(tumor.expression.data);
Now, in either case, we can run the two functions for the Cancer Profile Estimation and the Patient
Profile Estimation of ISOpureR. More details about these functions are given in Section 3. Aside from
checking that the expression levels are all greater than 1, you may also want to check that the sum of the
elements is similar across all profiles. Finally, the tumour profiles should also be discretized according to
the statistical model, but the likelihood calculation should work without this step.
# Check that expression levels are all greater than 1
# As well, the minimum should not return NA or NaN
min(normal.expression.data);
min(tumor.expression.data);
# For reproducible results, set the random seed
set.seed(123);
# Run ISOpureR Step 1 - Cancer Profile Estimation
ISOpureS1model <- ISOpure.step1.CPE(
tumor.expression.data,
normal.expression.data
);
# For reproducible results, set the random seed
set.seed(456);
# Run ISOpureR Step 2 - Patient Profile Estimation
ISOpureS2model <- ISOpure.step2.PPE(
tumor.expression.data,
normal.expression.data,
ISOpureS1model
);

3

Applying ISOpureR to a small example

We will show how to use ISOpureR with a small part of the lung adenocarcinoma expression data from
Beer et al. [6], which is included with the package. Although the full dataset contains measured expression
levels of 5151 transcripts in 86 patients, only data from 1000 transcripts and 30 patients is included with
ISOpureR to reduce the file size. The dataset also contains 10 reference healthy samples.

3.1

Load and format data

The first step is to load the data and make sure that both the tumor data and the normal data are in matrix
form, with the required dimensions.

10

# Load the library and the data included with the package
# Data is not the full Beer dataset due to memory constraints
library(ISOpureR);
path.to.data <- paste0(file.path(system.file(package = "ISOpureR"), 'extdata', 'Beer'));
load(file.path(path.to.data , 'beer.normaldata.250.transcripts.RData'));
load(file.path(path.to.data , 'beer.tumordata.250.transcripts.30.patients.RData'));
# Check what the data looks like
# The tumor data is rather large, so just look at the normal data for this example
str(beer.normaldata);
##
##
##
##

num [1:250, 1:10] 231 1200 159 850 195 ...
- attr(*, "dimnames")=List of 2
..$ : chr [1:250] "10_at" "100_at" "1000_at" "10007_at" ...
..$ : chr [1:10] "N1" "N2" "N3" "N4" ...

# Make sure that everything is in matrix form
beer.normaldata <- as.matrix(beer.normaldata);
beer.tumordata <- as.matrix(beer.tumordata);
# Check that the minimum values are greater than 1, not NA, NaN
min(beer.normaldata);
## [1] 140.0538
min(beer.tumordata);
## [1] 116.1316
# You may also want to check that the sums of the entries are similar
apply(beer.normaldata, 2, sum);
##
N1
N2
N3
N4
N5
N6
N7
N8
N9
N10
## 311583.6 318994.5 301371.6 317438.8 316718.9 312559.9 334047.9 302641.3 298176.5 307326.4
apply(beer.tumordata, 2, sum);
##
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
## 307202.4 310541.9 356396.8 341891.2 323086.1 328295.2 290922.7 326059.8 336141.4 327724.6
##
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
## 352751.7 316223.1 300985.2 349940.5 279731.9 290788.6 233546.9 324794.4 300850.1 325305.0
##
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
## 330122.1 295435.6 294633.3 317446.9 314764.9 266709.0 332554.9 348854.6 336627.5 333539.3
# Check what the data looks like
str(beer.normaldata);
##
##
##
##

num [1:250, 1:10] 231 1200 159 850 195 ...
- attr(*, "dimnames")=List of 2
..$ : chr [1:250] "10_at" "100_at" "1000_at" "10007_at" ...
..$ : chr [1:10] "N1" "N2" "N3" "N4" ...

str(beer.tumordata);
##
##
##
##

num [1:250, 1:30] 218 1399 155 893 170 ...
- attr(*, "dimnames")=List of 2
..$ : chr [1:250] "10_at" "100_at" "1000_at" "10007_at" ...
..$ : chr [1:30] "1" "2" "3" "4" ...
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3.2

Run the Cancer Profile Estimation

The ISOpure model runs in two steps. To perform the first step of ISOpure, which will estimate the
proportion of cancer cells, αn , for each patient, as well as an average cancer profile, type the following:
# For reproducible results, set the random seed
set.seed(123);
# Run ISOpureR Step 1 - Cancer Profile Estimation
ISOpureS1model <- ISOpure.step1.CPE(beer.tumordata, beer.normaldata);
Note that the function names of these steps have changed from the MATLAB implementation, and from
earlier versions of ISOpureR (before v.1.0.14). The run time for both steps is about 20-30 minutes for the
small dataset (but can take several days for large datasets). The output to the screen will look something
like this:
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO

[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17

18:45:07]
18:45:07]
18:45:07]
18:45:07]
18:45:11]
18:45:19]
18:45:19]
18:45:19]
18:45:19]
18:45:19]
18:45:19]
18:45:19]
18:45:23]
18:45:30]
18:45:30]
18:45:30]
18:45:30]
18:45:30]
18:45:30]
18:45:30]
18:45:34]
18:45:41]
18:45:41]
18:45:41]
18:45:41]
18:45:41]
18:45:41]

Initializing model...
MIN_KAPPA set to 9571.36859512808
Running ISOpure step 1: CPE - Cancer Profile Estimation Step
--- optimizing mm...
--- optimizing theta...
--- optimizing vv...
--- optimizing kappa...
--- optimizing omega...
Total log likelihood: -213825284.681581
iter: 1/35, loglikelihood: -213825284.681581,
change: Inf
--- optimizing mm...
--- optimizing theta...
--- optimizing vv...
--- optimizing kappa...
--- optimizing omega...
Total log likelihood: -213802936.615107
iter: 2/35, loglikelihood: -213802936.615107,
change: 0.000104526471096462
--- optimizing mm...
--- optimizing theta...
--- optimizing vv...
--- optimizing kappa...
--- optimizing omega...
Total log likelihood: -213796857.989424
iter: 3/35, loglikelihood: -213796857.989424,
change: 2.84317821142625e-05

The optimization of the loglikelihood will run for at least 35 iterations, and if the change in loglikelihood
is greater than 10−7 , up to 100 iterations. At the end of this process you may see warnings as below.
warnings()
# Warning messages:
# 1: In sqrt(B * B - A * d1 * (x2 - x1)) : NaNs produced
# 2: In sqrt(B * B - A * d1 * (x2 - x1)) : NaNs produced
# 3: In sqrt(B * B - A * d1 * (x2 - x1)) : NaNs produced
These are nothing to worry about. They are part of the optimization calculations, and when a NaN is
produced, the algorithm detects that it has not converged and simply adjusts the step size.
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The list ISOpureS1model which is returned will contain all the information on parameters estimated
from the first step. If you would like to see what the list looks like without performing all the calculations,
you can load the saved result of the Cancer Profile Estimation from the data folder. The most important
list entry is the vector of estimated fractions of cancer content, alphapurities.
# Load the saved ISOpureS1model for this example, if time is an issue
load(file.path(path.to.data , 'beer.ISOpureS1model.250.transcripts.30.patients.RData'));
ls();
## [1] "ISOpureS1model"

"beer.normaldata" "beer.tumordata"

"path.to.data"

# Check that what ISOpureS1model looks like
str(ISOpureS1model);
## List of 14
## $ vv
: num [1, 1:11] 1 1 1 1 1 ...
## $ log_BBtranspose
: num [1:10, 1:250] -7.21 -7.27 -7.25 -7.27 -7.31 ...
##
..- attr(*, "dimnames")=List of 2
##
.. ..$ : chr [1:10] "N1" "N2" "N3" "N4" ...
##
.. ..$ : chr [1:250] "10_at" "100_at" "1000_at" "10007_at" ...
## $ PPtranspose
: num [1:10, 1:250] 0.000742 0.000695 0.00071 0.000695 0.000671 ...
##
..- attr(*, "dimnames")=List of 2
##
.. ..$ : chr [1:10] "N1" "N2" "N3" "N4" ...
##
.. ..$ : chr [1:250] "10_at" "100_at" "1000_at" "10007_at" ...
## $ kappa
: num 2296
## $ theta
: num [1:30, 1:11] 5.44e-03 2.05e-05 2.98e-08 3.93e-12 1.15e-01 ...
## $ omega
: num [1:10, 1] 7.50e-01 2.84e-125 2.34e-10 1.33e-310 2.49e-20 ...
## $ log_all_rates
: num [1:11, 1:250] -7.21 -7.27 -7.25 -7.27 -7.31 ...
##
..- attr(*, "dimnames")=List of 2
##
.. ..$ : chr [1:11] "N1" "N2" "N3" "N4" ...
##
.. ..$ : chr [1:250] "10_at" "100_at" "1000_at" "10007_at" ...
## $ MIN_KAPPA
: num 2296
## $ total_loglikelihood: num [1, 1] -46398911
##
..- attr(*, "dimnames")=List of 2
##
.. ..$ : NULL
##
.. ..$ : chr ""
## $ mm_weights
: num [1, 1:250] -7.26 -5.27 -7.47 -5.5 -7.18 ...
## $ theta_weights
: num [1:30, 1:11] -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 ...
## $ omega_weights
: num [1:10, 1] -2.3 -288.8 -24.2 -715.5 -47.2 ...
## $ mm
: Named num [1:250] 0.000621 0.004525 0.000502 0.003605 0.000669 ...
##
..- attr(*, "names")= chr [1:250] "10_at" "100_at" "1000_at" "10007_at" ...
## $ alphapurities
: num [1:30] 0.379 0.46 0.461 0.483 0.484 ...
# Look at the alphapurities vector in particular
ISOpureS1model$alphapurities;
## [1] 0.3793954
## [9] 0.2829793
## [17] 0.6471369
## [25] 0.2298828

3.3

0.4601201
0.5778963
0.4313497
0.4078407

0.4614083
0.4297766
0.4595251
0.3414821

0.4828255
0.4036884
0.2834028
0.5617200

0.4836213
0.4229245
0.2364085
0.5958120

0.2292849 0.3531333 0.4911293
0.4186026 0.4174107 0.3307599
0.4086061 0.5250608 0.4048903
0.3559648

Customizing output to screen

The package futile.logger is used for logging information [7]. If you would prefer not to see the "INFO"
output, the logging threshold can be changed to "WARN" (showing only warnings) or "FATAL" (showing
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only fatal errors) by changing the logging.level argument passed to the function as shown in the example
below.
bad.normaldata <- beer.normaldata;
bad.normaldata[5,2] <- 0;
# Run ISOpureR Step 1 - default logging level
ISOpureS1model <- ISOpure.step1.CPE(beer.tumordata, bad.normaldata);
# WARN [2015-07-17 18:58:39] Minimum element in input matrix BB is 0 -#
setting all zeros to smallest non-zero element, 123.063834982327
# WARN [2015-07-17 18:58:39] Minimum element in input matrix PP is 0 -#
setting all zeros to smallest non-zero element, 123.063834982327
# INFO [2015-07-17 18:58:39] Initializing model...
# INFO [2015-07-17 18:58:39] MIN_KAPPA set to 9571.36859512808
# INFO [2015-07-17 18:58:39] Running ISOpure step 1: CPE - Cancer Profile Estimation Step
# INFO [2015-07-17 18:58:39] --- optimizing mm...
# INFO [2015-07-17 18:58:44] --- optimizing theta..
# (etc.)
# Run ISOpureR Step 1 - logging level set to "WARN"
ISOpureS1model <- ISOpure.step1.CPE(beer.tumordata, bad.normaldata, logging.level="WARN");
# WARN [2015-07-17 18:59:16] Minimum element in input matrix BB is 0 -#
setting all zeros to smallest non-zero element, 123.063834982327
# WARN [2015-07-17 18:59:16] Minimum element in input matrix PP is 0 -#
setting all zeros to smallest non-zero element, 123.063834982327
# (etc.)
Also, if you are using the library futile.logger, the logging threshold (as well as other options, such
as where to redirect the output) can be specified for the whole package, and will over-ride the options for
a particular function.
# load the library
library("futile.logger")
# this will not affect the ISOpureR package
flog.threshold("WARN")
# this will make all functions in ISOpureR output only warnings,
# regardless of the argument logging.level
flog.threshold("WARN", name='ISOpureR')
# reset threshold to INFO
flog.threshold("INFO", name='ISOpureR')
# send the output to a file, saved to current directory
flog.appender(appender.file('ISOpureR-testing.log'), name='ISOpureR')
# reset appender to output to screen
flog.appender(appender.console(), name='ISOpureR')

3.4

Run the Patient Profile Estimation

Once the Cancer Profile Estimation is complete, to perform the second step of ISOpure, which will estimate
the patient-specific cancer mRNA expression profiles, call the following function:
# For reproducible results, set the random seed
set.seed(456);
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# Run ISOpureR Step 2 - Patient Profile Estimation
ISOpureS2model <- ISOpure.step2.PPE(
beer.tumordata,
beer.normaldata,
ISOpureS1model
);
The screen output will look very similar to the output in the previous step. Again, the logging.level
argument can be changed to adjust the output.
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO
INFO

[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17
[2015-07-17

18:55:21]
18:55:21]
18:55:21]
18:55:21]
18:55:29]
18:55:37]
18:55:37]
18:55:38]
18:55:38]
18:55:38]
18:55:38]
18:55:45]
18:55:53]
18:55:53]
18:55:55]
18:55:55]
18:55:55]

Initializing model ...
MIN_KAPPA set to 669612.15072434
Running ISOpure step 2: PPE - Patient Profile Estimation Step
--- optimizing cc...
--- optimizing theta...
--- optimizing vv...
--- optimizing kappa...
Total log likelihood: -213314739.637299
iter: 1/35, loglikelihood: -213314739.637299,
change: Inf
--- optimizing cc...
--- optimizing theta...
--- optimizing vv...
--- optimizing kappa...
Total log likelihood: -212880711.000007
iter: 2/35, loglikelihood: -212880711.000007,
change: 0.00203883496655811

Again, ISOpureS2model which is returned by the function ISOpure.step2.PPE will contain all the information on parameters estimated in the Patient Profile Estimation step. The matrix ISOpureS2model$cc_cancerprofiles
will contain the patient-specific cancer profiles and is of the same dimension as the tumordata matrix. It is
also of the same scale, (i.e. although ISOpureS2 treats purified cancer profiles as parameters of a multinomial distribution, we re-scale them to be on the same scale as the input tumor profiles). The n-th column
corresponds to the profile for the n-th patient.
# Load the saved ISOpureS2model for this example, if time is an issue
# Note that the data has been rounded to 5 decimals (for CRAN memory requirements)
load(file.path(
path.to.data,
'beer.ISOpureS2model.250.transcripts.30.patients.RData'
)
);
# Check that what ISOpureS2model looks like
str(ISOpureS2model);
## List of 13
## $ vv
: num [1, 1:11] 1 1 1 1 1 ...
## $ log_BBtranspose
: num [1:10, 1:250] -7.21 -7.27 -7.25 -7.27 -7.31 ...
##
..- attr(*, "dimnames")=List of 2
##
.. ..$ : chr [1:10] "N1" "N2" "N3" "N4" ...
##
.. ..$ : chr [1:250] "10_at" "100_at" "1000_at" "10007_at" ...
## $ PPtranspose
: num [1, 1:250] 0.000621 0.004525 0.000502 0.003605 0.000669 ...
## $ kappa
: num [1, 1:30] 172347 172347 172347 172347 172347 ...
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##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

omega
:
log_cc
:
MIN_KAPPA
:
total_loglikelihood:
theta
:
cc_weights
:
theta_weights
:
alphapurities
:
cc_cancerprofiles :

num
num
num
num
num
num
num
num
num

[1:30, 1] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ...
[1:30, 1:250] -7.32 -7.41 -7.46 -7.4 -7.36 ...
172347
[1, 1] -46221867
[1:30, 1:11] 1.17e-02 1.23e-07 3.62e-14 2.30e-13 1.66e-01 ...
[1:30, 1:250] 0.000621 0.000621 0.000621 0.000621 0.000621 ...
[1:30, 1:10] -5.21 -10.79 -17.33 -26.26 -2.16 ...
[1:30] 0.379 0.46 0.461 0.483 0.484 ...
[1:250, 1:30] 203 1464 153 1021 194 ...

# Check what the cancer profiles look like
str(ISOpureS2model$cc_cancerprofiles);
##

num [1:250, 1:30] 203 1464 153 1021 194 ...

# Look at the first entries in the cancer profile for a particular patient,
# say patient 3
head(ISOpureS2model$cc_cancerprofiles[ ,3]);
## [1]

3.5

204.8147 1589.7556

158.1054 1107.7154

202.3315 1691.4900

Run the Patient Profile Estimation

After cancer profile estimation is complete and patient-specific cancer mRNA expression profiles are determined, tumour adjacent cell mRNA expression can be determined by calling the following function:
@ tacdata <- ISOpure.calculate.tac(beer.tumordata,ISOpureS2modelccc ancerpro f iles, ISOpureS2modelalphapurities)
@

4

Visualize results from small example

This section gives simple examples for visualizing the output from ISOpureR, using base R plotting functions. The dataset included in the package is incomplete; thus the figures are for illustrative purposes only,
and the choice of plotting functions will be directed by the analysis required for a specific project. In particular, the main use of ISOpureR has been to generate purified profiles which can be used for prognostic
biomarkers, summarized in Section 5. Before starting, we must load the data.
# Load data
library(ISOpureR);
path.to.data <- paste0(file.path(system.file(package = "ISOpureR"), 'extdata', 'Beer'));
load(file.path(path.to.data , 'beer.tumordata.250.transcripts.30.patients.RData'));
load(file.path(path.to.data , 'beer.normaldata.250.transcripts.RData'));
load(file.path(path.to.data , 'beer.ISOpureS2model.250.transcripts.30.patients.RData'));

4.1

Proportion of cancer

The first graph is a histogram of the cancer proportions in the patients’ tumors, estimated using ISOpure.
beer.cellularity <- ISOpureS2model$alphapurities;
# Histogram of the estimated proportions of cancer in the samples
hist(
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x = beer.cellularity,
main = "Tumour cellularity histogram",
xlab = "Proportion of cancer",
);

If estimates of the tumor cellularity are available from pathologists, it may be useful to compare the
estimates from the pathologists with the estimated proportions from ISOpureR. Since for the Beer dataset
we do not have pathologist estimates of cancer fraction, we compare instead the fractions estimated by the
algorithm using the full Beer dataset to the smaller dataset included in the ISOpureR package.
# Load estimated proportions from full dataset
alphapurities.full.dataset <- read.table(
file=file.path(path.to.data, "alphapurities_full_dataset.txt"),
sep="\t",
header = TRUE
);
# Plot comparison of proportions estimated with package dataset versus
# 'real' proportions estimated with full Beer dataset, both using ISOpureR.
# If pathologist estimates exist for the dataset, use those as the 'real' values.
# Make title smaller
par(cex.main = 1);
plot(
x = alphapurities.full.dataset$alphapurities,
y = ISOpureS2model$alphapurities,
asp = 1,
xlab = expression(paste(alpha, ", full Beer dataset")),
ylab = expression(paste(alpha, ", ISOpureR package dataset")),
main = "Comparison of estimates with ISOpureR"
17

);

4.2

Tumor and cancer profiles

The following two figures are of heatmaps of the tumor profiles (i.e. pre-purification) and of the cancer
profiles (i.e. post-purification). Even with 1000 probes, the heatmaps are cluttered, thus the log intensity
for only the first 100 probes is shown for each.
# Define nicer heatmap colours
heatmapcol <- topo.colors(100);
# Choose just the first 100 probes, as there are too many to plot all
beer.tumordata.subset <- beer.tumordata[1:100, ];
# Plot heatmap of tumor profiles
heatmap(
x = log2(beer.tumordata.subset),
margins = c(3,5),
col = heatmapcol,
xlab = "Patient ID",
ylab = "Probes",
cexRow = 0.5
);
The code for generating the heatmap for the cancer profiles is very similar.
# Look at just the cancer profiles from the data produced by the Patient Profile
# Estimation step
beer.cancerdata <- ISOpureS2model$cc_cancerprofiles;
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Figure 5: Tumor mRNA abundance profiles. Only 100 probes are shown, the log intensity is used as input,
and the data is automatically scaled by the heatmap function.
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colnames(beer.cancerdata) <- 1:30;
probeset.names <- read.table(
file.path(path.to.data, "probeset_names.txt"),
header = FALSE,
col.names=c("probe"),
as.is = TRUE
);
rownames(beer.cancerdata) <- probeset.names$probe;
# Choose just the first 100 probes, as there are too many to plot all
beer.cancerdata.subset <- beer.cancerdata[1:100, ];
# Plot heatmap of cancer profiles
heatmap(
x = log2(beer.cancerdata.subset),
margins = c(3,5),
col = heatmapcol,
xlab = "Patient ID",
ylab = "Probes",
cexRow = 0.5
);
The previous heatmaps are not very useful for interpreting the data; including all probesets prevents
the probeset names from being distinguishable on the graph, and it is difficult to quantify the differences
between the tumor and cancer heatmaps.
One possible example of an analysis is to look at the genes differentially expressed between the tumor
and the normal profiles, and again at those differentially expressed between the ISOpure-purified cancer
profiles and the normal profiles. The following code runs though this analysis, using the limma package
[8] and inspired from [9]. However, recall that this is simply a toy example, as we are using the small
dataset included in the package.
# Install the limma package from bioconductor, if needed
source("http://bioconductor.org/biocLite.R");
biocLite("limma");
# Load the library
library("limma");
# Concatenate tumor and normal data into a large expression matrix
expr.data <- log2(cbind(beer.tumordata, beer.normaldata));
# First 30 profiles correspond to tumour, last 10 to normal
pheno.data <- data.frame(
Tumor = factor(c(rep("Yes", 30), rep("No", 10)))
);
# Create design matrix
design
<- model.matrix(~ -1 + Tumor, pheno.data);
contrast <- makeContrasts(TumorYes-TumorNo, levels = design);
# Fit the linear model
fit1 <-lmFit(expr.data, design);
fit2 <- contrasts.fit(fit1, contrast);
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Figure 6: Cancer mRNA abundance profiles. Only 100 probes are shown, the log intensity is used as input,
and the data is automatically scaled by the heatmap function.
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fit3 <- eBayes(fit2);
# Select only genes that are differentially expressed between tumor
# and normal, default using the Holm method
selected <- p.adjust(fit3$p.value) < 0.05;
expr.selected <- expr.data[selected, ];
# Add an color bar indicating whether the sample is tumor or normal
color.map <- function(tumor.status) { if (tumor.status=="Yes") "#FF0000" else "#0000FF" };
patientcolors <- unlist(lapply(pheno.data$Tumor, color.map));
# Draw heatmap
heatmap(
x = expr.selected,
margins = c(3,4.5),
col = heatmapcol,
xlab = "Patient ID",
ylab = "Probes",
cexRow = 0.5,
ColSideColors=patientcolors
);
The code for comparing differential expression between purified cancer profiles and normal profiles is
similar.
# Concatenate cancer and normal data into a large expression matrix
expr.data <- log2(cbind(beer.cancerdata, beer.normaldata));
pheno.data <- data.frame(
Tumor = factor(c(rep("Yes", 30), rep("No", 10)))
);
# Fit the linear model
design
<- model.matrix(~ -1 + Tumor, pheno.data);
contrast <- makeContrasts(TumorYes-TumorNo, levels = design);
fit1 <-lmFit(expr.data, design);
fit2 <- contrasts.fit(fit1, contrast);
fit3 <- eBayes(fit2);
# More genes are differentially expressed, so decrease the threshold
selected <- p.adjust(fit3$p.value) < 0.01;
expr.selected <- expr.data[selected, ];
# Draw heatmap
heatmap(
x = expr.selected,
margins = c(3,2),
col = heatmapcol,
xlab = "Patient ID",
ylab = "Probes",
# too many genes to show
labRow = "",
ColSideColors=patientcolors
);
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Figure 7: A heatmap comparing differential expression between tumour samples (red columns) and normal
samples (blue columns). Only 85 transcript levels are differentially expressed between cancer and normal,
Holm-adjusted p-value of 0.05.

5

Generating gene signatures

Purified cancer profiles have been shown to generate better prognostic gene signatures compared to mixed
tumor profiles [1]. The purified cancer profiles cn (rather than the mixed tumor profiles tn ) were used to
train a Cox proportional hazards (CPH) model to predict survival data for each patient. To test, another
dataset of samples were purified using ISOpure and then used to compute the risk for each patient, using
the CPH model parameters learned on the training set.
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